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Computational Geometry Exercise Set 5 HS09Url: http://www.ti.inf.ethz.ch/ew/courses/CG09/
Exercise 1For a sequene of n pairwise distint numbers y1, . . . , yn onsider the sequene of pairs
(min{y1, . . . , yi},max{y1, . . . , yi})i=0,1,...,n (min ; := +∞,max ; := −∞). How often do thesepairs hange in expetation if the sequene is permuted randomly, eah permutation appearingwith the same probability? Determine the expeted value.
Exercise 2Consider the unit paraboloid U : z = x2 + y2 in R3 and let u : p = (px, py, 0) 7→ (px, py, px

2 +

py
2) be the orthogonal projetion of the x/y-plane onto U . What is the equation for the tangentplane Hp to U in u(p)?Let p and q be two points in the x/y-plane and hp : R3

→ Hp the orthogonal projetion (i.e.in z-diretion) of the x/y-plane onto Hp. Show:
||u(q) − hp(q)|| = ||p − q||

2
.Here is an illustration:
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See reverse



Exercise 3This exerise is about an appliation from Computational Biology :You are given a set of disks P = {a1, .., an} in R2, all with the same radius ra > 0. Eah ofthese disks represents an atom of a protein. A water moleule is represented by a dis withradius rw > ra. A water moleule annot interset the interior of any protein atom, but it anbe tangent to one. We say that an atom ai 2 P is solvent-aessible if there exists a plaementof a water moleule suh that it is tangent to ai and does not interset the interior of any otheratom in P. Given P, �nd an O(n logn) time algorithm whih determines all solvent-inaessiblemoleules of P.


